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Abstract

In the agricultural sector, rice is the staple food of Indonesian society and is not replaced. The price of rice became a barometer for other prices. If the price of rice goes up then the price of other goods would also be affected, thus leading to instability in various fields. Divre was important to meet rice supplies in each province. Then performance of divre should be monitored to see its development. Monitoring procurement performance with a look of fulfillment divre subdivre, realization contract partners and availability of goods that can be measured in value through realization of contract, is there divre are able to meet rice procurement in accordance with the target planning. Developing business intelligence using pentaho on the procurement process with business methods dimensional life-cycle is required to monitor procurement performance. By using the business intelligence, data contract realization divre particularly from aspect of performance availability and fulfillment of goods displayed into the dashboard. Dashboard of performance availability and fulfillment of goods are visualized informatively, so executive manager can read data more quickly and easily in monitoring and evaluating performance of appropriate rice procurement divre compliance of contract.
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1. Introduction

In agriculture sector, rice is one of important foodstuff for Indonesian society and has not been able to replaced, although in fact there was another foodstuff replacement. The price of rice became a barometer for other prices, if the price of rice had increased, then the other foodstuff prices had an effect, thus create fluidity in many aspects. Divre was important to meet rice supplies in each province. Then performance divre need to be monitored to see its development. Procurement performance monitoring of fulfillment divre and subdivre, realization of the contract partners and the availability of goods that can be measured in value through the realization of the contract, whether divre able to meet rice procurement in accordance with the target planning.

![Figure 1 Rice procurement data in 2010 to 2015 (Bulog, 2015)](image)

Based on rice procurement data of Perum BULOG divre jabar in 2010 to 2015, the actual provision which done by Perum BULOG divre jabar had not accordance with the target that determine by national government except in 2012. Amount of target and realization have significant differences each year. The largest different was in 2014 that 59% of national government target had not fulfilled. These differences occur because Perum BULOG divre jabar has not had a good procurement system. They have not a good system yet because Perum BULOG divre jabar has not system that can help in making decision related to rice procurement. In making decision related to procurement of rice, Perum BULOG divre jabar still using intuition from procurement division. Because of improper planning which done by Perum BULOG divre jabar will create several problems such as increase of price of rice because due to rarity and over stock that lead rice rotten.

One important factor in determining the company's business strategy is about decisions made by the company. In this case, the decision on Perum BULOG divre jabar need done based on facts and information. The information obtained from the operations of rice procurement covers demand of rice procurement, partner contracts, rice procurement contracts, realization of rice procurement, goods receipt, acceptance of the bill until payment level that gained from ERP adempiere system. With ERP adempiere system, have not been able to monitor the entire procurement activities according to executive manager needs. Related those problems, Bulog divre Jabar requires analytical systems that can help to analyze and manage the data into an information that can be used as an auxiliary decision making in setting the rice procurement planning. So Bulog divre Jabar is not only using the intuition on planning related to procurement of rice, but also using system which based on data.

2. Basic Theory and Research Method

2.1. Business Intelligence

Business Intelligence (BI) is a collection of activities to get an understanding and insights about a business by performing various types of analysis on the company data as well as on external data from third parties
to help make strategic, tactical, and operational business decisions and take the necessary actions to improve business performance [1].

2.2. Business Intelligence Dashboard
Dashboard is a business intelligence application that gives a quick high-level summary of business performance in graphical gadgets, typically gauges, charts, indicators, and color-coded maps. By clicking these gadgets, we can drill down to lower-level details. Dashboard applications that are based on a data warehouse are typically updated daily, but sometimes weekly or monthly, depending on how frequently business performance measurements are required. Real-time dashboards are becoming increasingly popular, querying data from operational systems rather than from a data warehouse [1].

2.3. Procurement Business Intelligence
For many companies, procurement is a critical business activity. Effective procurement of products at the right price for resale is obviously important to retailers and distributors. Procurement also has strong bottom line implications for any organization that buys products as raw materials for manufacturing. Significant cost savings opportunities are associated with reducing the number of suppliers and negotiating agreements with preferred suppliers. A flurry of procurement transactions, such as purchase requisition purchase orders, shipping notifications, receipts, and payments [2].

2.4. Business Dimensional Life-Cycle
Business Dimensional Life-Cycle is an approach in building a data warehouse. A sequence diagram explaining the required tasks ranging from planning, requirements, design, development, and implementation of effective data warehouse, as figure 2.6 [2]:

![Business Dimensional Life-Cycle](image-url)

Figure 2 Business Dimensional Life-cycle [2].

3. Discussion

3.1 Research Systematic
In conducting this research is necessary to think logical flow that has a clear direction, regular and systematic in solving the problem surface. So that flow would be useful in achieving the goals that have been set. Figure 3 illustrates research systematic in developing business intelligence based on data warehouse using pentaho with business dimensional life-cycle methodology.
Figure 3 Research Systematic
3.2 Business Process

Figure 4 Business Process Procurement Perum BULOG Divre Jabar
This research was conducted on the business processes on identification process of procurement division that runs at Perum BULOG divre jabar. Rice procurement process consists of several stages, starting with the partner doing the purchase order (PJB) and subdivre with sending limit, price and quantity agreed. By receiving PJB, partners can purchase plastic sack in accordance with agreed quantity. The next step is part of subdivre issued warrant of surrender of goods (SPPB) to partners and warrants received goods (SPTB) to warehouse. The stuff up in the storage will do quality checks (RPK). The results of quality checks in form of quality inspection results Sheets (LHPK) with eligible or not eligible or re-check. Eligible items will be done weighing (Nota Timbang) before it is entered into warehouse. Goods that have been entered into warehouse weighed (GD1M). The last process is partners receive a warrant payment (SPP) which was submitted to the disbursements section. Some of the actors who played the procurement business processes against rice on perum BULOG divre jabar consists of, MKP, Subdivre, Warehouse, PPK and the bank. In Figure 4, is a business process in the process of procurement of rice in Perum BULOG divre Jabar.

3.3 Key Performance Indicator

In this research, there are several sources of data that has been collected. Data needs are identified based on the needs of the top level management of the Procurement Division Perum BULOG divre jabar which are made in the form of key performance indicator (KPI) related procurement of rice in table 1.

Table 1 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Rice procurement of Perum BULOG divre jabar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating rice procurement performance of divre jabar</td>
<td>Percentage of rice procurement target compliance divre annually</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of rice procurement target fulfillment divre monthly</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of rice stocks availability at west java region</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating rice procurement performance each subdivre</td>
<td>Percentage of rice procurement target compliance subdivre annually</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of rice procurement target fulfillment subdivre monthly</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of rice stock availability on each subdivre</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of rice stock availability on each warehouse</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating rice procurement performance of partner</td>
<td>Amount Of Fulfillment Quantity</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount Of Contract Fulfillment</td>
<td>Ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of partner delay monthly</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Schema

The draft design of the model of the selected dimension to Perum BULOG divre Jabar is a star schema. This is because the star schema is easily understood and used by users than other schemes. The Figure 5 shows star schema of Perum BULOG divre Jabar:

![Star Schema Perum BULOG Divre Jabar](image)

3.5 ETL Process

On ETL design and development specifies data source and mapping table and field that used in ETL process for data warehouse in Perum BULOG Divre Jabar. The source database is ERP Adempiere database.

4. Conclusions

Based on development of business intelligence procurement process conducted on Perum BULOG divre jabar, it can be drawn that are Developing dashboard to monitor performance of rice procurement include percentage of fulfillment divre and subdivre, percentage of realization partners contract and rice stock availability done by ETL process and database queries using pentaho software so procurement data able to visualized through the dashboard. Integration of dashboard with ERP Adempiere system was done by taking data source from ERP Adempiere database for procurement process then, loaded into data warehouse through ETL process.
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